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not too many smells Ornamental gardens and orange
trees adorned the public squares., and in winter travel-
lers noted that the orange trees were heavily laden with
fruit, a beautiful sight for which they are indebted, not
to the honesty of the Tetuani boys, but to the bitterness
of the fruit—the Moors do not make marmalade The
beauty of the gardens at Larache delighted every one,
and the interior of the castle of Xauen, where bougain-
villaea and roses grew in profusion, soon emulated, in
addition to imitating, Lyautey's artistic masterpiece in
the kasba of the Oudayas at Rabat. Then electric
light was provided throughout the zone, for the waters
of Xauen that come gushing out of the rock and go
rippling down into the valley below were harnessed
for the purpose In addition, there was of course
another and less satisfactory side to this Arcadian
picture The hotels appeared indifferent to a degree to
European eyes, and the conditions in the latrines of cafes
were so unspeakable as to make one wonder whether
the Spaniards could rightly claim to be a civilized race,
\vhile the pathetic efforts of the passport officials con-
vinced one they could not claim to be an educated one.
However, the position in Spanish Morocco had by
1930 become as normal and satisfactory as it well could
bcj and though to the eyes of foreign observers, the
attitude adopted towards their work by Spanish
officials contrasted unfavourably with the intelligent
and efficient French methods, the satisfaction it afforded
the Moors cannot be questioned. Perhaps one can go
so far as to say that though the French administration
was calculated ultimately to benefit Morocco to a far
greater extent than the Spanish, the Moors were hap-
pier under the rule of the latter since they were allowed
to do more or less as they pleased. Meanwhile in the

